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a clearing, no news now
only more leaves fallen
pine needles rustle underfoot
as two people part
two deer get their
antlers mixed together
heads fattened with knowledge
of each other
smell of rotten leaves.

Tu Fu Emulation
Isdal Woman
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Friedman Emulation
Fugue

I would like to show you this movement I’ve written. 
The overture of the wreckage is music. Dogs fight 
over it. The rose exploded in the street and I ducked
for cover. Metal people eat porridge in their metal
homes. In the middle I am assassinated from an
infinity balcony. Please do not leave me for Aaron, 
whom you make love with. See because
even people are triangles now. And now I am
going to tell the truth. The bullet that is going
to kill me is already on its way. The 11:45
from the Coliseum will be late. Let’s touch
teeth together one last time on the diamond.
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Mullen Emulation
Phone Sex Cassandra

Gimp Suit Agamemnon
Telephone Clitician
obscenely licks his lips
I have a permit for this

Cowboy
rough-n-ready bad boy
lassoes more than horses
Damn salt-o-the-earth types

Hand twisted curved
all to fuck mangled shit
God has bad breathe
He can’t even touch his dick

Hot horse nexus
Barn burning in Berlin
Beach 101 blues
tons of shit burning in Berlin
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Aleph
Self-Portrait

I saw coffee cup on a table at the Moroccan cafe in San Francisco Chi-
natown, grass, pears, the smile smiled on June 20th, 1876 by a young 
stable-girl, towels, cheap swords from Medieval Times, Big Macs, some of 
the cheeses, yellow taxi cab wheels, diamonds, cubit zirconium, turtles, 
cum, those large cliff-side rocks in Ireland, Hala Sawalha, the devil, large 
brown nipples, sidewalk dirt, the A train, old people,  Mont St Michel, the 
hanging gardens of Babylon, Xanadu, the library of Babel, lonely teenag-
ers on those smaller Pacific Islands, kids who go to Vans Warped Tour, 
love, anger depression. Bluebirds, jackdaws, ravens. Sand, too much sand. 
Ashes forwards and backwards. Coffee mud. Regular mud. Tar. Beaches 
in Madrid. Blue churches in Mexico. The cartels in Mexico and the 1000’s 
of missing machiladora workers. Evil. Noxious fumes. Motel rooms. 
Plastic tarp. Za’atar. Architecture. Cancer. Death. Poverty. Sun. Amelia 
Walsh. Bedsheets. Silk. Tears. Salt. Sheep Liver. Old men alone in Barce-
lona. Blood. The lighthouse at Saugerties. Corrugated metals. Anxiety. 
Despair. Skipping Stones. Holding hands. Sponges. Crapola. The blues. 
Men in cheap suits drunk in Memphis. Guitar strings. My mother’s rice 
and beans. Dirt bikes in Tallahassee. Xylophones. Erections. Jungle cats 
of various kinds. Those marvelous apples and pears by Cezanne. Jeep’s 
Blues by Duke Ellington. Calf brains. Mitochondria. The films of Andrei 
Tarkovksy. Loneliness. Not the year 2007. Spelling errors. Dangling feet. 
The carousel in Forest Park. Minarets. Snakes. Adam. Eve.  Screws. A 
vast malpais covered in arrows and blood. Horses. Swollen lymph nodes. 
Tyrants. Death. Crumbling stones. Varicose veins. Swiss watches. Tacos 
on the floor of a South Austin bar. Beer in the delis. Mesh. Nylon. Dirty 
shoes. Swap meets. Key swaps. The MOMA. Eyelashes. Hot sauce. Lima 
beans. Napoleon. Short people. Dynamite. Scars. Yellow. Mimosas.
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Poem Made of Questions
Partial Record

Where are the Spains of yesteryear? A deadly violin key or a centipede 
ampersand? Tedious jollification or gratuitous guano? Venezuelan Soloist 
or mournful drive home? Pecadillo flounder or gallant stream? Strong 
yellow or night-plum? Mercantile oblivion? Prompt exit or sluggish 
entrance? Infinitesimal coffins or angel kisses? Lard behemoth or pistol 
apron? Relapse cactus or skin allegiance?  Matutinal rupture or squeeze 
basin? Queso? Collated stream or rhythmic infection? Covetous jingle or 
misappropriated encounter? Brave inelegance or pliant slumber? Wa-
vering delicacy or mislaid candelabra? Jubilant lye? Is this where Spain 
went?
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Poem of Praise
Bathroom Ode

The basement bathroom was a mirror closet. I went inside the mirror 
closet and performed upon the black cloth. I became me and wore my 
own skin for once and rested my head upon my hands inside my head. 
(it was cramped inside there.) Inside the mirror closet I executed not 
one but two ablutions and then behind my lids inside the mirrored room 
inside the mirror closet my sister’s head wore bruises where she lived. 
This was for her. Her eyes poured through slim cylinders in curlicues 
and that previously mentioned black cloth became a parking lot, black 
pavement galore. There were real mirrors on the wall and ceiling of that 
room and the mirrors block the day out as I am sure we are all aware of. 
The mirrors had been changing the colors of the walls thank god. Yellow 
to red softened by the steam from the shower. This is where I used to 
tell her I didn’t love her. I was in the mirror closet bouncing around and 
chiming lame pop music lines bouncing back at myself, as I vouyeuris-
tically peered my eyes back inside my head so you could see the whites 
from the outside.  I saw her eyes roll back so I could see the whites and 
she swore to wear her long black hair like a robe and not a jacket. The 
mirrors turned red, then blue, then back to red again. As thanks I began 
to hang new mirrors over the old mirrors in the little mirror closet and 
denied that I am lonely now. Everything is glass and it sickens me. Yet I 
am thankful. Mirrors trump ambition every time.
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Long Sentence
“Moulded in the fluted valve of a scallop shell”

About two weeks ago I was punched in the face by a man I used to know 
near the chemical plant in North Adams, and I haven’t hit the ground yet, 
because there is smoke coming out of my face and also tar, and I think 
this must be for a reason, there must be something systematically wrong 
with my constitution to be in this limbo, and if I want to blot some-
thing in me out after this, but then I remembered this quote I read once, 
something like “poets are born without armor and spend their entire 
lives trying to take it off” and then I remember that I am not a poet, and 
as I hit the ground I finally I remember that maybe five years ago I baked 
madeleines with a girl and googled the quote from Swann’s Way and 
recited it to her, but of course I am finally just now reading Proust, and 
of course this girl who I recited the quote to in her summer cabin is off 
the grid now, probably somewhere rural, where I am sure there is a great 
deal of smoke and tar, but I am sure she is unhappy too because we both 
felt much older three years ago then we do now, and it feels sinister, like 
many things feel sinister as of late, the sky and the boats and this black 
hole I feel of missing, black as in lacunae and not blue as in distance, 
and blue as in the sun and not blue as in the flower, blue as in the face of 
my sister approaching in a nearby thunderhead, while I am lying on the 
ground near the old boats, and the bars, and the bakery.
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Creeley Poem
Instant Coffee

I went over to a 
girl’s house, someone
I used to be on good terms 
with, someone who I blew 

it with and wished I 
hadn’t. Her hand still
curled in the same way
as she opened the door,

and she appeared not to
recognize me. I think
back to even last week,
when she would have 

been much happier
to see me. Recognizing
me, she asked what I 
wanted. Coffee, I said,

although coffee couldn’t
have been further from
what I wanted at the time.
She opened the screen door

and invited me to the
instant on the counter. She
laid out the instant, Cafe
Bustelo, the brand my 

mother uses, a white spoon,
and a cup, arrayed in a line
like a samurai does his
possessions before hari-

kari. It was early and she
had to get ready, so I was
left alone in the kitchen
with her za’atar and with
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her cat, glaring at me 
from atop the refrig-
erator, having been
told that my time was

up. I made my coffee
and felt good, because
I had read somewhere
that coffee is good
for blood circulation.
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Charm/Spell
Ruins, Adios!

detritus on Dead Horse Bay
broken bottles and caps
horse bones
go home! Go moan!

Staten Island boat graveyard
boats whinnying 
rust so red 
go groan! Alone!

bunkers of Normandy
washing in the ocean
think you can grow moss?
go down! get in that water

Roman Forum
fall into dust!
do us all a favor
go home! Away!

all ruins must get!
get out of here
the past is finished
I run things now
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Melville Emulation
Disused Gasworks Site

As he walked into the disused gasworks site, he saw approaching in a 
riven stream of  tar and muck- a passionately incinerated fish cheek, a 
gnarled maw spottled green and grey- he looked beyond it to a graffito on 
the concrete wall indexing this old Pompeiian ruin, that although cov-
ered in moss was still vaguely legible: “Love is a vague Germanic reverie,” 
and he thought of the woman he loved- no long dead white bone, whis-
pering something along those lines to him on one of their nightly walks 
on the beach; as these images and others floated through his mind the 
bottle-green fish-head frantically careened through the sluice, and he 
realized he must have been in one of those dead old bays of time, wading 
through oblivion, which is always at work within us.
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Proust Sentence
Letter for Patti Smith

As I walk down the narrow sand path that will lead down to the sea I pass 
a peat bog the shade of which brought me back to the color of her living 
room, where she would often read my tarot in a state of frenzy and un-
dress, first cousins before the bog drained, after which she would show 
me her grandson’s boy scout knife covered in rust, after which she would 
have me wheel her down like hot little breathe for sea, terminal notes 
trailing behind her as she scampers into Haitian dollar cabs, in which 
she would careen backwards in time to the children who left her feeling 
so lonely you could smell it on her, until the narrow sand path opens up 
into a muddy clearing and the sky begins to show through the overhang.
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Shibboleth
Vale of Hebron

Naranja Fellowship
Ayahuasca Fuck-Dance
Wayward Coyboys
Blowtorch Lighthouse
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Horse Sacrifice
I’m going to buy a new television 

I’m obsessed with the past because I lack a future
I’m obsessed with the past because I lack a past
after the third concussion--
my memory used to come in waves
not spasms
not spurts
do you ever think of sound and vision?
the way thinking of you
connects me to you
and me thinking of me
connects me to nothing
with this line of thought
thinking I am Jesus 
sort of makes me Jesus
Jesus had no past
Memory as a sort of TV
the station I want to watch
is one of those stations in between dials
covered in fuzz and static
only there for a brief moment
I would like to go to the store
to buy a new TV
I would like to buy a high def
Panasonic television
with 8000 channels
I would like to experience
“soap opera effect”
in sound and vision
and in life too, to spice things up
and I would like to throw
my old television off my balcony
I think it is made from mahogany
but what if the problem is not my television?
It could be my glasses, or my subscriber
I would like to see the guts of the TV
on the sidewalk anyway
because scenes and conversations
foreshorten reality
and makes reality
feel too long
I will build a memory palace
to block out immemory
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I will be a blank space
I am sure I already am
but I am resolved
to throw out my television
and buy another one
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Workshop Poem 1
Two Years, Two Months 

(a)

He consults her beauty three times a day, the same way he checked the 
time. He knows the beauty is there like the words in the dictionary are 
there, concurrently.  As an unwitting guest of her beauty he was obliged 
to wait often to receive it. He would by chance catch reflected rays of her 
love using reflectors, or mirrors.

(b) 

He decided that all yellow was prolepsis. He had calloused his dreams 
by recanting them, and finding them dried in a clump underneath his 
bed. He put it out of his mind and lamented what he had put on himself, 
what burden he had undertaken. Her. To look out for a future yellow, like 
orange in a film, would not be an easy task.

(c)

The telephone wails. He hears things he hasn’t heard outside several 
small hostels in Morocco. She decided she has given up on the old gods. 
What is holy to her are two tubs of coffee Kahlua ice cream and the flat-
screen on the wall of a dive bar in Kansas City.  She collects relics like 
others collect sucking stones. What is sacred to her is not the holy litany 
of the word, but something else.
   Something more      
      fleeting.
          
      more distant.

(d)

He had spent all morning pacing his room muttering “I’ve got poetry in 
me. Can’t she see it?” He was told that if he wanted to find love he would 
have to give up the amorphous act. He wastes his days like rain. He imag-
ines a bee-hive on his head. He remembers a flowing dress and--
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(e)

A brown dog limps into the apiary, or waxes. The gutted fish at the 
imagined farm back home reminded him of his mother. He wasn’t brave 
enough to consider himself from the city. The interesting people are 
from the country he thought. 

(f)

“Sometimes you write things down
in that little notebook of yours
and it doesn’t end well”

(g)

The young man with an unwavering interest in beverage-related in-
cidents observes a glass of wine dangerously tipped. The noise in the 
restaurant can only be called raucous. As if there is a river near by, or it is 
the magic hour. A mimosa startlingly akimbo glides by on a tray and the 
man swivels his head in awe. There is the air of something about to hap-
pen...As if the woods are blackening but the sky above remains the same 
sick blue. A tea-cup crashes to the floor of the patio like a flock of birds.

*I changed this poem quite a bit. My general conception of it, as a snapshot from sev-
eral times in a long term relationship, was very cliche. I changed the title, added some 
sections, and removed the organizational letters. I removed embellishment of color 
and many unnecessary adjectives. The revision is on the following pages.
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Workshop Poem 1 Edit
A Man a Plan A Canal An Apiary

He spies her beauty three times a day. The same way he checks the time. 
He knows the beauty is there like the words in the dictionary are there, 
concurrently.  An unwitting guest of her beauty. Heis obliged to wait of-
ten. He would by chance catch reflected rays of her love using reflectors, 
or stones.

*

He decides that all yellow was augury. He had calloused his dreams by 
recanting them, and finding them dried in a clump underneath his bed. 
In any case he forgot them after waking. What he had was a task.Her. To 
look out for a future yellow, like a feather or tea-leaves, would not be an 
easy task.

*

The telephone wails. He hears things he hasn’t heard outside several loud 
bars. She decided she has given up on the old gods. What is holy to her 
is the flat-screen on the wall of a dive bar in Kansas City. A pitcher of 
cheap beer.  She collects relics like others collect sucking stones. What is 
sacred to her is not the holy litany of the word, but something else.
  Something 
   more fleeting.
          
          more distant.

*

He had spent all morning pacing his room muttering “I’ve got poetry in 
me. Can’t she see it?” He was told that if he wanted to find love he would 
have to give up the amorphous act. He wastes his days like rain. He imag-
ines a bee-hive on his head. He remembers a flowing dress and--

*

(10 minute drum solo)
*

A brown dog limps into the apiary, or waxes. The boy is back at home on 
the farm. He tosses supplications. He finds playthings. He is alone. She 
is living somewhere else apart from him and that is what the boy knows. 
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Maybe Rochester or some other place.

*

“Sometimes you write things down
in that little notebook of yours
and it doesn’t end well”

*
Where is he?
  In the waltz
What is he doing?
  He is dancing
Who is he with?
  The bees
He’s conquered yearning?
  no.

*

Back in the city. With an unwavering interest in beverage-related inci-
dents. He observes a glass of wine dangerously tipped. The noise in the 
restaurant can only be called raucous. As if there is a river near by. A mi-
mosa startlingly akimbo glides by on a tray and the man swivels his head 
in awe. There is the air of something about to happen...As if the woods 
are blackening but the sky above remains the same sick blue. A tea-cup 
crashes to the floor of the patio like a flock of birds.

*

crash “are you 
okay?”

call 911

oh god He went 
to church!

a scatter-
ing

*

He bumbles down the ravine of his memory forwards. Unsure. Now is 
now for sure but where is she?
   He got the Fear yesterday.
He was rebuked for writing an  “incomprehensible nightbook.” He knows 
the girl only through apophasis. Perhaps he too. He she the sweet linger 
of sweat. Inconstancy. 
   Alarm.
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Workshop Poem 2
 Drone Arabesque

meanwhile

an exaltation of drones (Mq9-Reaper and Rq7-Shadow) under conductor 
Circular 328 AN/190 arraigns flowers and blood upon a city street. Am-
azon divines hermeneutical expenditures. Amazon also runs my inter-
nal commentary and my hot love life with Ismene Swarp, imperator of 
shipping. I have a one-click and buy deal on thought expenditures. Free 
shipping drone delivery thought to
to mind to mouth

unction! In a rice paddy somewhere near Ko Phagnan a drone expedites 
delivery of three Panasonic flatscreen televisions and a retractable dou-
ble dog leash.

a petition bounces around to install rubber gromets on NYC street cor-
ners for quicker travel
a drone crashes in the spring at Yellowstone delivering said data point 
and killing three tourists from Michigan
blackhot engine oil drips in to the warm water and stocks in India drop 
down tenfold.

I should be worried about the stocks but I think of Ismene my foul psy-
chopomp. I've never met her. Her face is plastered on the inside of my 
eyes and I think of her me us together. Oh! Ismene wants a wire of $3000 
for an hour with my Predator but I told her what do I get in return. 
Happily slurps the juice from blackened skulls but shies away from the 
prophetic geyser (me) Ismene

Want to check the stocks tomorrow Ismene-
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Workshop Poem 2 Edit
Drone Arabesque

meanwhile

an exaltation of drones (Mq9-Reaper and Rq7-Shadow) under conduc-
tor Circular 328 AN/190 delivers flowers and blood upon a city street. 
Amazon saves my life daily. Amazon also runs my internal commentary 
and my hot love life with Ismene Swarp, imperator of shipping. I have 
a one-click and buy deal on thought expenditures. Free shipping drone 
delivery thought to
to mind to mouth

unction! In a rice paddy somewhere near Ko Phagnan a drone expedites 
delivery of three Panasonic flatscreen televisions and a retractable dou-
ble dog leash.

 •a a drone was shot down over restricted airspace carrying se  
 vere jasmine rice and avocado payload, 
 •a drone crashes in the spring at Yellowstone delivering said data  
 point and killing three tourists from Michigan
 •blackhot engine oil drips in warm water 

I should be worried about the stocks but I think of Ismene my foul psy-
chopomp. I’ve never met her. Her face is plastered on the inside of my 
eyes and I think of her me us together. Oh! Ismene wants a wire of $3000 
for an hour with my Predator but I told her what do I get in return. 
Happily slurps the juice from blackened skulls but shies away from the 
prophetic geyser (me) 

Want to check the stocks tomorrow Ismene-

*I was very happy with this poem, the explosive verbosity was an interesting experi-
ence to me, making it a fun poem to perform.One of the changes  I made was to add 
bullet points to signify that the contents of the middle stanza are data points, to be 
read as information. I removed the flowery verb “arraign”, and I changed the contents 
of the data points. One day I plan to extend this poem to three or four times its 
length, as I believe it is just a summary of the experience I am trying to deliver.








